case study

Quick switch. How an automotive plant avoided a
production crisis with the flip of a switch.
Time is money for auto manufacturers, especially when
you consider that a single faulty piece of equipment
can cause production downtime valued at $10,000 per
minute. Such was the case recently when an automotive
manufacturing plant faced frequent disruptions to its
assembly process due to a faulty safety switch on a
production area door. The plant sought a permanent and effective remedy, and looked
to Honeywell Sensing and Control (S&C) to narrow its very small margin for error.
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any unnecessary reason,” chief maintenance personnel explained. “This is lost
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domino effect — even if you put in overtime, the hours are still lost because that
gap will affect every production process

contacted Honeywell S&C, which determined the force generated by the shutting
motion of the sliding doors created a slight
“bounce” before they completely closed.
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Central to the plant is the production line
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belt, which runs the entire length of the
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carries a car through the production process, from the beginning shell framework

the sliding doors in the welding area when
production was in progress. Should someone gain access through the interlocked
door when the robots were welding, all

the safety circuit, causing the switch to

well MICRO SWITCH™ GKLE switch and
compared it with the Allen Bradley product. While both switches were identical in
terms of electrical behavior, they demonstrated striking differences in timing. The
Honeywell solution eliminated the window
of ambiguity created when the door

to the finished product. Quality, safety, and

operations would stop.

productivity are top priorities — especially

However, according to maintenance per-
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If the door bounced before shutting, the
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ity to discern between an open and shut
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mised, the entire process — and the car

door created instances where the welding

signaled the final ending position of the

itself — come to a halt.

door would shut, but plant production

door, enabling production to continue.

would fail to start.
“Because the issue was safety-related,
only safety maintenance personnel could
override the switch to restart production,”
maintenance personnel explained. “The
frequent disruptions hindered productivity
and frustrated workers.”

bounced, offering precise detection to

Successful Switch
The plant is currently replacing all welding
area door switches throughout the assembly plant with the Honeywell solution.
Although the switch is one small piece
of a large process, its role is making a
noticeable difference in productivity and
operations.
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